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Preamble
Building on our previous work in GSD and Architecture, e.g. [2-5], we conducted a systematic literature
review (SLR) on the challenges and recommended practices for software architecting in global software
development [6]. Although our SLR identified a set of recommendations, there remained several gaps in
our knowledge. We therefore conducted an empirical study to try to broaden our understanding of the
practices architects employ in a distributed setting.
The aim of this study is to gain new insights by interviewing software architects to explore these two
research questions:
RQ1: What challenges do practitioners face when designing software architecture in GSD projects?
RQ2: What practices do software architects use to accommodate the distributed nature of development
work?
This protocol documents the process we followed to (1) set up the empirical study, (2) conduct our
interviews (including the set of questions asked), and (3) analyze the interview data.
1.

STUDY SET UP

Sampling: Our population of interest, which defines our selection criteria, are software architecture
designers working in a globally distributed environment. Of importance is that the architects design
software for teams developing software across different physical and geographic locations. Our sample
was opportunistic and purposive, as we reached out to architects known to us (the authors), in the first
instance, who met our selection criteria. To widen our sample, we also asked our industry contacts (not
directly involved in design) to connect us with colleagues who worked with software architecture design
in a global software engineering (GSE) context. Our sample consisted of practitioners involved in a range
of tasks to include involvement in making design decisions, prioritizing requirements and development
work accordingly, and contributing to architectural artefacts, such as documentation.
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Pilot Study: We ran a pilot interview with a colleague (not involved in the study) who had several years’
experience in software architecture research and teaching. Following this, interview questions were
modified and clarifications which might be required during the interview, were noted.
Permissions and ethics: All interviewees participated in the study voluntarily. They were asked for
permission to allow the researchers to both record the interview and make notes. All interviewees were
guaranteed anonymity and were given the option of proofing the manuscript before sending for
publication in order to review the text and check anonymity. As a courtesy, we followed up with each
participant once we finalized our draft, to double check they were happy with the text before
publication. We received no requests for changes.
Recording and data storage: We conducted the interviews either face to face or via Skype. We recorded
face-to-face interviews with a digital voice recorder, and recorded Skype interviews using Skype’s own
recording option. Additionally, the interviewer wrote hand written notes. All recordings were
transcribed (and translated from Finnish to English if necessary) by a professional transcriber (and
translator), hired outside of the university. The recordings were subsequently destroyed, and all
interview transcripts were kept securely, on a secure server at Tampere University by the first author.
The results were anonymized prior to sharing with the wider group of authors.
The semi-structured nature of the questions meant that the interview length varied from between 1
hour to over 2 hours.
2. CONDUCT THE STUDY
2.1 Interview themes
The interview questions were based on the themes found in our SLR[6] where we identified challenges
and practices in the literature relating to architecting in GSD. The themes are:
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4
2.1.5
2.1.6
2.1.7

Practices and design agreements (including well-defined interfaces)
Aligning software architecture, work structure and resources
Communication and lack of awareness between sites
Identifying dependencies
Creation of and sharing architectural artefacts
Quality assurance
Design compliance

2.2 The interview Script.
The following is the script used by the interviewer as a starting point for the semi-structured interview.
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a. Context and purpose of study:
Please state whether you allow the recording of this interview and that notes are also created.
Tampere University of Technology has been working together with Lero – the Irish Software Research
Centre on a project researching global software development. While a lot of research has been
conducted in the general project management area of GSD, we have found very little guidance on
solving architectural design issues in a distributed development context. We now look to you to help
us explore this area.
In this interview, we will ask about your company’s current architecting practices in the context of
distributed development, and to discuss our current findings – we will ask you whether some
suggested practices seem reasonable, how are they applied (if applied), and what is still missing.
All answers will be treated anonymously, and you will receive a copy of our manuscript draft to ensure
that you are satisfied with how the material is presented and that your company is unidentifiable. All
data will be stored securely at Tampere University of Technology.

b. Context of study and definitions of terms used:
To ensure you understand the concept of this research we explain:
We define GSD as software development that takes place in several locations that are in different
countries. Meaning that the company has several sites, where teams or individuals from different sites
are working on the same project. It might be that also teams themselves are distributed, and there are
individuals belonging to the same development team but work in different locations.
Software architecture can be defined in many ways, what we are specifically looking at here is
architectural design which is the process and practices that are required the (component) structure,
design solutions, interface specifications and technological choices that in turn define the software at
such a level that code can be written. Please bear this in mind when answering”.
c. Interview questions. We divided questions into three broad categories of “Demographics”,
“Challenges” and “Practices”. We based our questions on the themes found in our literature review,
which acted as a driver for further questions and answers.
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Demographics:
- Name of interviewee
- Name of company
- Company’s field of work
- Company’s size
- Company’s size of IT/Software Development function?
- How many years have you worked in software engineering/IT?
- How many years have you been involved with globally distributed software development?
- How many sites have there been involved in your project(s)?
- How many different countries have the sites been located in?
o What countries?
GSD context and processes used:
- What do you think is the most challenging aspect in GSD in general?
o Are there times when due to time differences between sites that you cannot
communicate with some of your project team (temporal distance)? (temporal dist)
 If does this impact on your development process?
o Does working in geographically distributed teams impact on your development process?
(e.g. involve you in lots of travel)? (Geographic dist)
o Do all members of your team share a common first language?
 If not does difference in first language cause any problems in your team’s
communication? (Linguistic dist)
o Do all members of your team share a common culture (western/eastern, high/low
context, religious etc) (Cultural dist)
 If not, how does working in a multi cultural team impact on your software
development? (NB. This can be positive).
- What are the reasons for applying GSD?
- Are you applying agile methodologies?
o If no, what development process do you apply?
GSD and architecture:
- What are the most important design decisions to consider in software development?
o Can be very wide and challenging to answer
- What are the most important design decisions to include in distributed development – that
might be different to collocated development?
o Describe your (most important) current architecture design practices in GSD projects –
for example, do you have practices in place that aim for structuring the architecture to
consider the distributed teams and enable independent work for each site?
o Are such practices known to everyone involved in the design?
 How is awareness controlled?
 How are design principles and practices recorded and their use enforced?


If needed: Are design principles recorded?
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If needed: Is the use of design principles enforced?



-

-

-

-

Notice level! Keep on architectural level, general company-wide design
practices!
Who is in charge of the design process and decisions?
o A team or one architect, where situated?
o If distributed architects, how is the design process arranged?
What are the architects’ backgrounds and main drivers (technical, business)?
o Are architects’ background known?
o If yes, is background considered in the design process?
What principles are the design process and decisions based on? (Experience, literature,
resources..)
Is distribution of development/implementation work taken into account in the design process
and decisions?
o How?
What are the most important responsibilities of an architect?
How much effort is put into the design?
If Agile is used, how does this work with distributed architecture design?

--------------------------------------------------------------The remaining questions are based on THEMES derived from the SLR[6]. Where there are challenges
and practices associated with the same theme, we keep them together (although, we do ask about
challenges and practices separately under each theme). Some themes only have challenges currently.
Challenges: Insufficient/ambiguous practices
Practices: Well-defined interfaces, Common design agreements
- What is required from an interface to make it “well-defined”? What are the factors?
o Is the term “well-defined” interface used in design practices?
o Is everyone in agreement with what it takes to make an interface “well-defined”?
- How much instability is caused by the distributed nature of development?
o How is stability enforced?
- Who defines prioritization?
o Is prioritization of tasks considered?
o Is there a dedicated person responsible for prioritization?
The theme was “ambiguous practices”, usually the problem can be in lack of awareness.
What are the current knowledge management practices?
o If needed: Are knowledge management practices applied?
- How are assumptions handled?
o If needed: Are conflicting assumptions recognized as a problem?
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Challenges: Information sharing between/lack of awareness in distributed team
Practices: Multiple views of architecture for different stakeholders, Architecture communicated
throughout sites
- How are potential conflicts (e.g., in schedule) identified and handled? Schedule, release
synchronization?
- Are there practices for identifying all relevant stakeholders?
- Are appropriate architecture views composed for each stakeholder’s purposes?
o Who decides on the view?
- Are all teams and their relevant members aware of the architectural design and decisions?
o Who is responsible for awareness?
- Is understandability or architecture an issue?
o How handled?
Challenges: Work structure should meet architecture, Cross-site modifications/work items,
Matching available resources/organization to design
Practices: Architecture structure compliant with work structure, Work items chopped to
manageable pieces, Leveraging local knowledge (technical skills, domain knowledge of
localization proficiency)
- What organizational aspects are considered during design – are all necessary aspects
covered?
o If needed: Are organizational aspects considered during design?
- Does the software structure guide the organization or vice versa? How, in practice?
o Does software structure guide the organization structure?
o Does organization structure guide the software structure?
o Are design decisions aligned to organization structure?
 What kind of practices to do that?
- On what scale is work structure considered – per site, per team or per person?
o What kind of practices are there to scale down work items – do they work?
 If needed: Are there specific practices to scale down work items?
- Are the available resources considered during design?
o If yes, do they act as a driving force for the design?
 How? (Localization, technical skills, matching code to resources)
o Is the distribution of resources considered? How?
- Are there working practices to handle misaligned interests?
o What are they?
- Does the design and mapping to organization depend on the product under development?
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Challenge: Need to identify correct and all dependencies
Practice: Analysis methods for coupling
- How is it verified that all dependencies are known? State synchronization?
o If needed: Are there practices for identifying all dependencies in the software?
- How are interdependencies between decisions considered?
o If needed: Are there practices for identifying interdependencies between design
decisions?
o NB! If such practices don’t exist, may be difficult to answer (but reveals a gap in the
companies practices!) .
- Low coupling is considered essential for having independent components. Are there
mechanisms for enhancing low coupling? If so, what are they?

Challenge: Creation and sharing architectural artifacts
Practice: Single repository of architecture artifacts
- Where are the artifacts stored?
o Is there a dedicated place for storing architectural artifacts?
 If yes, is it known to everyone where that is?
 If yes, does everyone have access to it?
- Who is responsible for the creation of architectural artifacts?
o Is there a single person or team responsible for creating architectural artifacts?
o If yes, is it known to everyone who that is?
- Are the artifacts understood by (representatives of) all teams? How is this ensured?
- How are they communicated throughout teams

Challenge: Quality assurance
- How is quality assurance handled in your company?
o If needed: Are there quality assurance practices in place?
- Are design decisions delegated to teams?
o If yes, are there quality management practices in place?
- Is there a dedicated person responsible for quality concerns? What is his main role?

Challenge: Design compliance (through changes)
-

How is design compliance handled in your company? Where are the main concerns?
o Particularly: architecture compliance with requirements
Are possible changes in communication structure considered in the design structure? How?
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Further questions
What are the facts that need to be considered in the design? [IF NOT APPARENT BASED ON
INTERVIEW]
Did some other challenges or practices come to your mind based on the presented themes or
questions that you would still like to discuss?

DATA ANALYSIS
Coding and creation of initial framework
When coding the transcripts, the codes ``practice" and ``challenge" were pre-determined, but new
codes were generated based on the analysis of the transcripts and notes. We used a form of thematic
analysis to derive a set of themes. Our lowest level theme we call ‘a code’. Three researchers were
involved. Researcher 1 derived the initial set of codes, conducted all the interviews, and made notes.
Researchers 2 and 3 validated and questioned the coding at each stage of the process. Researcher 2
suggested aggregations, new themes, new labels for the themes. Where Researcher 1 and 2 disagreed
with the coding, Researcher 3 acted as a moderator.
The thirteen experts interviewed created 187 pages of transcripts, and 452 quotes coded as challenges
or practices. (Note there were 9 actual interviews since 2 of the 9 interviews involved three experts).
Figure 1 describes the analysis (all examples are related to the example quote given in Step 1):
Step 1: Researcher 1 associated each quote with one or more codes, resulting in 35 different codes.
A quote varied in length, constituting a phrase, a sentence, or several sentences around one
topic.
Example quote: “We have virtual teams in projects. Even though we
have these line teams, which we belong to and which have a
supervisor, we work in the projects for a project manager. The
Example
memo:
on architecture.
intention
isVIRTUAL
to formTEAMS.
teams Teams
based formed
on the based
architecture.
That’s what
Level
of
team
spirit?
Again,
feeling
of
belonging?
we try to do. If we notice that we need these andMotivation?
these kinds of
Commitment?
On we
one
hand,
layers and
certain
clearly
parts, then
try
to assemble
a team
for functionality
each box.”
divided between geographic sites, but then component development
done by virtual teams? Modularity obviously key. Rel. Resources,
Working culture, Arch. choices, Org. work allocation --> Further,
supervisors allocate tasks to geographic teams, but teams themselves
reform as virtual teams to fit the architecture. Double allocation?"
Step 2: Researcher 1 created a memo item for each quote.
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Step3: Researcher 1 grouped memo items together, where there appeared to be an association.
Example grouping of memo items. Memo “Teams”:
Item 1 “Team structure made based on architecture ->
architecture guides organization (which has guided architecture
to begin with...”
Item 2: “Teams are given a lot of power to decide -> though
problems with communication, managing quality, interfaces, teams
are TRUSTED Rel. Working culture, Interfaces, Comm. Quality”
Step 4: Researcher 1 discarded all quotes that did not address our research questions, i.e., were not
labeled “practice” or “challenge”.
Step 5: Researcher 1 reduced each of the retained quotes (of varying lengths) into one short phrase.
The aim of this phrase was to capture and synthesize the underlying meaning. This step
created the first abstraction level moving from raw quotes towards a framework theme.
Reducing quotes down to a short phrase – e.g.,
based on architecture design

Assemble teams

Step 6: Researcher 1 merged newly formed practices and challenges (represented as a short
phrase) to create higher-level themes. These higher-level themes were given a new label.
Example of merged practices, and the label created to represent
the high level of abstraction.
Acquire skills based on architecture and align teams to
architecture
 Select resources to match the architecture
 Acquire relevant skills and backgrounds for remote sites
 Collect resources to fit architectural decisions
 Assemble teams based on architecture design

Step 7: Researcher 1 repeated Step 6 (above) four times, until all the names and levels of
abstraction were clear and discrete.
An example of the iterative process is shown in Figure 1. The codes created, the memo items that
were associated with it, how the quote was worded as a practice and the steps leading to it
ultimately belonging under the practice "Align organization and architecture".
By applying this process to each individual quote, we produced a multi-tier challenge-practice
framework (Level 1: practices/challenges, Level 2: concerns, Level 3 and below: (aggregated
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themes), containing 26 individual concerns relating to practices and 23 individual concerns relating
to challenges. Researcher 1 produced the initial framework.
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Figure 1 Example of coding process
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Inter-rater validation
The framework created by the researcher 1 was validated by the other two authors. The validation
process was conducted separately for both challenges and practices:
1. Researcher 1 circulated three files to Researchers 2 and 3:
(a) A “quote” excel file with 20 individual quotes each, so a total of 40 quotes were
independently checked. (Researcher 1 and 2 were sent different quotes (10 for
practices, and 10 for challenges). Since there were a total 264 quotes on practices and
188 on challenges, this represented ~10% of the total for challenges and 7,5% for
practices. The quotes represented a stratified sample to ensure all themes that
appeared as a result of the synthesis (ending up in the framework), were validated.
The inter-raters all conducted their quote-to- code mappings independently, i.e.,
without seeing how the other raters mapped their quotes.
(b) A set of “challenges and practices” pdf file (highest level of framework only) – initially
Researcher 1 had identified 20 practices, and 20 challenges.
(c) A “framework” excel file with the entire framework (Level 1: challenges/practices # 20,
Level 2: concerns #26, Level 3: themes #46). (Level 1, is repeated in the pdf file- noted
in (b) above).
2. Researchers 2 and 3 marked mapped quotes (given in the “quote” file) to codes (listed in the
“framework” file), i.e., placing the quote against the practices, concern and theme given in the
framework. They added comments as to why they chose a particular coding.
3. The first author received the marked and mapped quote files and compared the coding of
quotes to her original coding. She marked on the quote files whether there was agreement or
disagreement on the coding.
4. In case of disagreement, the Researcher 1 checked whether Researcher 2 or 3 had such
reasoning behind the differing coding that she would be inclined to change her own coding to
correspond. If she disagreed with the reasoning, she would mark her own original coding and
give a note on her reasoning in the excel sheet, and send it to the validating author. If the
validating author would then concur to the reasoning of the first author, an agreement was
reached.
5. When two researchers could not agree, the third researcher acted as a moderator, and
separately coded the quote. Based on the three codings, the authors discussed until agreement
was reached.
6. The framework was re-drawn to accommodate the changes in coding resulting from Steps 4 and
5.
7. The inter-rater validation process was repeated (steps 1-6) with new sets of quotes and a new
version of the framework was created when no major disagreements occurred in step 4.
The validation process resulted in two major revisions (step 6) to the framework. In these revisions,
themes were re-worded, quotes were re-allocated under different existing themes, new themes
were created, themes were merged, and some themes were deleted.
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We illustrate how the framework changed as a result of the validation process via examples given in
Figures 2 and 3.
Example 1: During initial creation of the framework, quote Q2 is first rephrased into a challenge Q2L0, the lowest level in our multi-tiered framework, as shown in Figure 2. Other quotes are combined
with Q2 and aggregated under a common theme, L1_T1, which is aggregated with other themes
under a higher-level theme (not shown in the Figure). At the same time, L1_T2 and L1_T3 are
aggregated under a higher level theme (L2_T2), as shown.
During validation process, the authors disagreed on the coding of quote Q2. As a result, the quote
was first re-allocated under a different theme (L1_T2 instead of L1_T1) and then also rephrased to
better portray the message of the original interview quote. Both L1_T1 and L1_T2 were also
rephrased. All parent themes (L2_T2 and L3_T3) were further rephrased, and finally a new
abstraction level was created with the theme L4_T2. Finally, other L0-level themes previously under
L1_T1 were re-allocated under different themes. While L1_T1 initially combined six L0-level
themes/quotes, after the validation process, L1_T1 only combined two sub-themes.

Example 2: In example 2, given in Figure 3, we have illustrated how initially a level 3 theme L3_T8
“Take advantage of agile methods” was created, alongside with L3_T1 “Agree on project
management and collaboration practices tailored to distributed development”, L3_T2 “Engage
developers across sites in architectural work” and five other level 3 themes. As a result of the first
validation round, L3_T2 was sent down on the hierarchy level and placed under L3_T1 to gain
consistant granularity and level of abstraction throughout the framework. When the framework was
re-validated, L3_T8 was similarly also sent down one level and placed under L3_T1.
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Figure 2 Example 1 on validation process and framework changes
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Figure 3 Example 2 on validation process and framework changes
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